GLOBAL CRASH, OR NEW SYSTEM
Bank of England steps up global bail-in drive
may then be eligible to access special liquidity facilities from the BoE.
This process shows that the bail-in regime actually perpetuates the Too-Big-ToFail problem. Small banks can be sacrificed, but big ones must be saved at any
cost. (See BoE infographic.) The US Federal Reserve allowed Lehman Brothers to
collapse, Cunliffe said, which dramatically demonstrated that “for large banks that
perform critical functions, insolvency is not
a viable option”.

By Elisa Barwick

In a 29 September speech to the European Banking Union’s Single Resolution
Board Annual Conference in Brussels, Bank
of England (BoE) Deputy Governor Jon
Cunliffe launched a final effort to cement
bank “bail-in” as the universal crisis-management mechanism. With a new global
financial crisis brewing, there is a push to
clarify the requirements for bank resolution in a crisis, even though most of them
will not be fully implemented until 2022.
Cunliffe announced the bank’s publication of an advisory paper (known as a
“purple book” after the colour of its cover)
titled “The Bank of England’s approach to
resolution”, the purpose of which is “to set
out very clearly the options that the Bank
has, to deal with a failure of a bank and the
way in which we would use our powers”.
The purple book, based on lengthy and
convoluted Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and Financial Stability Board
(FSB) documents, lays out the decisionmaking process for dealing with collapsing banks, including when to put them
into “resolution”, which keeps them operating, and when to allow them to collapse
into insolvency.

Bail-in bonds
Speaking to media on 2 October, Cunliffe said British banks had to find an additional £4 billion as part of their total lossabsorbing capacity (TLAC), a requirement
of BIS/FSB rules accepted by the Group of
20 nations in 2015. According to Reuters
he said that ten years after the global financial crisis, it was time to slot the final
pieces of the resolution regime into place.
Cunliffe said the bank was working on
more details regarding the mandatory bailin debt that banks must hold, but that £112
billion of existing bank debt would have to
be “rebadged” so it could be written down
in a crisis, and an additional £4 billion of
such debt would have to be created. HSBC
alone has issued or rebadged £80 billion of
bail-in bonds in the last 18 months.
In the UK this debt is known as MREL—
minimum requirement for own funds and
eligible liabilities. The BoE has written to
all banks advising them of their MREL requirements, which are required to be in
place from 1 January 2022, with interim
requirements by January 2020.

The resolution regime
First of all, whether a bank is a viable
candidate for resolution depends on its
status within the financial system: “This
assessment will be influenced by the size
and nature of the critical functions of the
failed firms and conditions in the wider financial system at the point of failure”, the
purple book says.
As in the recent bail-in of Banco Popular
in Spain, the resolution regime is triggered
if a bank is deemed to be “failing or likely to
fail”. A bail-in is then conducted—or in the
BoE’s words, a “write-down of the claims
of the bank’s unsecured creditors (including holders of capital instruments) and conversion of those claims into equity as necessary to restore solvency to the bank”. In
the UK, the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) protects deposits up to
£85,000, but deposits above that would be
coopted to save the bank, as would subordinated (junior) bonds, and so-called “bailin bonds” (more on that later).
Any or all of the bank’s business can
then be transferred, without the consent
of the bank or its customers, to a privatesector purchaser or to a temporary bridge
bank controlled by the BoE, to maintain
continuity of the bank’s functions. A bank
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Will APRA follow?
In Australia, banks have been issuing
“hybrid” bonds, totalling some $30 billion.
Dangerously, bank supervisor APRA has allowed Australia’s banks to sell them to unsuspecting “mum and dad” investors, who
would not understand their complex risks.
For instance, they start to incur losses if the
bank’s capital ratio falls below 8 per cent,
and if the bank’s capital ratio falls below
5.125 per cent, APRA can convert hybrids
into bank equity (worthless in a failing institution), writing off their entire value.
In July APRA raised the target for Australian banks’ capital ratio from 9.5 per
cent up to “at least” 10.5 per cent, to be
achieved by 2020, encouraging banks
to meet it more quickly. This is supposed to meet the benchmark set by the
2014 Financial System Inquiry to provide
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“unquestionably strong” capital ratios. Further revision of
this target is expected later this year, based on changes to
the BIS Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s capital
framework. Draft prudential standards for Australia to fit in
with the global framework are expected by 2019, to take effect in early 2021, APRA stated in a media release.
APRA has not made a ruling on whether to include hybrid bonds in the banks’ mandatory capital holdings and
bail-in buffer (TLAC), as the BoE now has. Will APRA now
follow suit? As those capital requirements are part of global TLAC rules imposed by the Bank of England/BIS/FSB cabal, it is likely that the BoE’s decision to explicitly demarcate “bail-in debt” is a sign that the flag has been dropped
on formalising those rules in all G20 jurisdictions, including Australia. In the meantime, as reported by this publication over the past two months, the Australian Treasury is attempting to give APRA emergency powers to take over any
bank and control its assets during a crisis—which would
give them full leeway to bail-in whatever liabilities they like.
As for whether any of this could actually save the

financial system, in his Brussels speech, Cunliffe admitted:
“For sure, if we were suddenly to find ourselves pitched back
into the middle of a systemic crisis, with a number of major institutions having failed or on the point of failure and a
complete breakdown of trust and confidence, orderly resolution of individual banks in itself is unlikely to be able to
stabilise the system as a whole.”
Furthermore, the Bank of England’s purple book, echoing an earlier FSB report, admits the reason for the complicated resolution regime is to prevent national governments
from taking steps to protect their own citizens: The bail-in
resolution process “greatly simplifies resolution and reduces the incentive for host authorities to ring-fence local assets
for the protection of local depositors and creditors.” If not
stopped, the City of London-Wall Street banking elite will
destroy those depositors and creditors in a desperate attempt
to preserve their system, rather than lose power to governments which would act to protect their constituents through
such measures as Glass-Steagall, and national banking to
fund physical reconstruction and development.

Economic collapse fuels divisions in Europe
Italian Member of the European Parliament Marco Zanni
has intervened into the Spanish crisis by arguing that both
factions should unite their forces to defend the nation-state
against the economic tyranny of the EU dictatorship. Zanni
was interviewed by Sputnik on 3 October, and also posted
a longer Facebook statement.
In his Facebook post, Zanni makes clear that neither
Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy nor the Catalans are
on the right side. “It is a war between the poorer and the
less poor, where, however, both are losing, and those responsible for it, the real winners, stay behind a window to
enjoy the show and their victory.
“The euro and austerity policies, with their nefarious effects on the economy and living conditions of the population, especially the weakest layers, have fed conflicts and
tensions within the EU, both among different layers of the
population and different territories inside the same state, and
trans-nationally, among states.” Such tensions are bringing
us back to historical periods and “socio-political situations
that could precipitate the situation in an even more dramatic way. Forget the 60 years of peace and prosperity: Today,
the effects of EU policies are feeding a dangerous civil war
inside of Europe and inside member states.
“I conclude by reiterating a concept which, beyond everything, I consider fundamental for our battle against the
EU dictatorship: Today, the room for discussion and democratic fight inside this rotten system is and will be the nation-state and our national constitutions. Within this state
we must continue our fight for a substantial, not a cosmetic
democracy, to re-establish social-economic protections written clearly into our Constitution. It is therefore our task to
defend the integrity of the nation-state as the natural space
for democratic dialectic.”
Vice president of the Solidarité & Progrès French political movement associated with US economist Lyndon LaRouche, Karel Vereycken, delivered a similar message to
Sputnik on 6 October. “The global financial crash is on”,
Vereycken pointed out, “Those on top want a new dark age
of mutual slaughter and endless division.” The alternative
“is to be part of a vast project of win-win mutual development as proposed by those, in Central Asia and China, promoting the One Belt, One Road, New Silk Road infrastructure connectivity.”
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“The Spanish
National Bank
in its September report said
the Spanish
state has injected €54.3 billion
of public funds
into the rotten
banks. So far,
only €3.8 billion has been
reimbursed by A rally for Catalonian independence. There are
the banks, while more forces at play here than meet the eye.
another €10 bil- Photo: AFP/Joan Valls/Urbanandsport/NurPhoto
lion remain expected to flow back in the coffers of the state.
However, this means Spanish taxpayers paid €40 billion to
save fraudulent stealing banks in order to save the euro system!” Vereycken told Sputnik.
Still, there is more to the Catalan independence vote
than meets the eye, according to the French expert. “Beyond
the egos and schemes of some local politicians, the timing
makes me believe this is a trial balloon of a new mode of
chaos management organised from the top”, he said, referring to a book, The Breakdown of Nations, by economist
Leopold Kohr, Winston Churchill’s protégé. Kohr championed the idea of fragmenting European countries into small
self-governed entities. In his 1941 article “Disunion Now:
A Plea for a Society Based upon Small Autonomous Units”
the economist insisted that Germany, France, Italy, Russia
and other countries should be “cantonised”.
According to Vereycken, it appears that Kohr’s plan is
currently taking shape in Europe. The rapid rise of the BRICS
and the implementation of the China-led New Silk Road
project prompted the global financial oligarchy “to do everything to destroy what is the main source of resistance to
their globalist agenda: the nation-states.” He cited the 2016
article published in the Spanish newspaper La Vanguardia,
which drew attention to the fact that George Soros’s Open
Society Foundation was financing the Catalan secessionists. “Madrid has shown a lot of interest in joining the New
Silk Road and might be for that reason a target for destabilisation”, he suggested.
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